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In the summer of 2008, we sat down to put it all on paper. 
the occasion: a grant proposal for the wondrously forward-thinking 
Edward E. Ford Foundation, which was soliciting applications for 
$250,000 of seed money to support innovative educational approaches. 
the requirements were significant. the innovative programs had 
to be generative, transformational, and replicable. they had to include 
partnerships and address the question, “What is the public purpose 
of private education?” the demands of the proposal certainly were 
daunting, but we knew we had something to contribute.

For the better part of a decade, we at Hathaway Brown had been 
re-engineering our academic design, building what would come 
to be known as the Institute for 21st Century Education.
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The Education Innovation Summit is just the beginning of your innovation journey. 

The creative conversation continues at www.hb.edu/innovation. Use your unique username and password 

to access a special members-only Education Innovation Summit portal where you can download 

presentation materials, view conference footage, search a photo directory of 

Summit attendees, and share information and ideas with colleagues around the country.

the Institute was born from an acknowledgment that the structure 
of the typical high school cannot adequately prepare students to 
solve 21st century problems. It’s good for knowledge acquisition 
for most students and independent thinking for some, but its most 
common use is to define success so narrowly as to convince young 
people of their strengths and weaknesses before they’ve truly had 
a chance to explore the world and their own possibilities.

We knew that this approach was more than insufficient; it was 
negligent. We had to find a way to harness the power of the class-
room experience and its capacity to expose students to the world 
of ideas while also providing an array of opportunities that didn’t 
abide by the rules of a class syllabus.

the Institute stands as the result of our efforts. Over the course of 
a decade, we created centers that focus on science and engineer-
ing, global citizenship, business and finance, civic engagement 
and a host of other real-world issues. Students enter into and exit 
out of the centers voluntarily. they participate in them on their 
own time. In most situations, no grades are earned, gold stars 
bestowed, ticker-tape parades thrown. the students participate in 
them because they find them deeply meaningful. 

the centers grew organically and in fits and spurts. Some bloomed 
and became embedded in the HB landscape while others rose 
quickly and then fell back into the ground to become nutrients for 
the next big idea. that process has become part of what makes 
the Institute so fascinating. It’s engineered to evolve.

We see the Institute not as simply a new educational framework 
but as the reinvention of high school itself – and, even more 
broadly, the recasting of adolescence.  It responds to the research 
that suggests that minds need opportunities to connect concepts to 
each other and that the traditional silos of high school inhibit these 
kinds of connections. at the same time, it encourages authentic 
and individualized experiences.  

INvENt, LEad, aNd SHarE

and so, as we wrote the proposal, we knew we wanted to secure 
funds for the Institute. But then something happened. as we began 
thinking more deeply about what we’d made, we also became 
increasingly intrigued by the process of change itself. Schools 
are in a unique position; their job is to prepare young people for 
a world that doesn’t yet exist. We started asking ourselves how 
a school can become creative enough to do that. How does a 
school develop a culture where experimentation and excellence 
are the norm?

the result of that questioning is why you’re reading this page. 
Hathaway Brown’s Education Innovation Summit is our attempt to 
bring together the best minds in education and beyond to help us 
wrestle with this very phenomenon. 

Some of what you experience here will have direct and clear 
relevance to your work. you’ll learn about the sectors of the world 
that your students must understand to excel. 

Other parts of this Summit will require you to think deeply. you’ll 
learn about how architects re-imagined their core principles or 
how Cleveland Clinic has become synonymous with medical in-
novation. these will be metaphors for educational change. you’ll 
need to extrapolate, but in that process may very well be the germ 
of your big idea.

We know from history that great breakthroughs are most often not 
the product of a lone brilliant mind working in isolation. Invention 
happens over time, among people and often when disparate con-
cepts are brought into contact. that’s the spark of innovation, and 
that is what we hope happens by the time you head home.

One final note about educational innovation. If we create new de-
signs that benefit only our students, if we forget that we are private 
schools with public purposes, if we neglect to recognize the signs 
that tell us that our nation’s educational crisis is a shared obliga-
tion, then we will have learned nothing in these days. 

Invent, lead, and share. that is our charge and our duty.
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